
 
 

Вступительная работа        по английскому языку     в  7 класс 

 

Выполнил    ______________________________________      Дата ___________________ 
 

I. Choose the correct answer  (Выберите правильный ответ): 

 

1. When you get off the bus, go … (along/through/into) Main Street. 

2. We … (listen/are listening/have listened) to the radio now. 

3. You ... (need/must/can't) keep off the grass. 

4. Tom's bedroom is ... (more comfortable/comfortabler/ the most comfortable) 

than other rooms. 

5. You ... (can/mus/can't) fish everywhere only in certain areas. 

6. Olga's kitchen is … (messier/the messiest/ messy) of all. 

7. If you are riding your bicycle, stay in the … (bus/cycle/road) lane. 

8. I prefer to travel around the city … (in/on/by) bus. 

9. You can borrow books at the ... (community centre/ library/station). 

10. There is some tea, but there isn't ... (a/some/any) coffee. 

11. I'd like to buy a ... (tin/jar/box) of soup. 

12. There is ... (many/much/few) milk in the fridge. 

13. (Eating/eat/ate) vegetables is good for you. 

14. Let's … (to go/go/going) to the supermarket. 

15. He ... (had worked/worked/has worked) late yesterday. 

16. While he was working, she … (was cleaning/ cleaned/has cleaned) the house. 

17. Leonardo da Vinci was … (ahead/in/of) his time. 

18. I think we … (will eat/are eating/are going to eat) out tonight. 

19. When she … (will be/is/as been) ready, we will go out. 

20. This is the tour guide … (who/which/whose) showed us around. 

21. He is interested … (in/on/to) visiting the underpark. 

22. The museum ... (impresses/finds/holds) interesting exhibitons. 

23. He ... (worked/ has been working/ has worked) in the garden for three hours 

already. 

24. You can buy sweets at the ... (baker's/confectioner's/stationer's). 

25. We have … (already/since/yet) cleaned the graffiti off the walls. 

 

 

 

 

 



Part II (Устная речь) 

 

1. Read the text and answer the questions: 

 

 St. Petersburg is a large beautiful city in the north-western part of Russia. It 

is a city of white nights, green parks, numerous channels and bridges.  

 St.Petersburg was founded in 1703. There are very many beautiful and 

interesting places in St. Petersburg. Among them are the Summer Garden, the 

Hermitage, the Kazan Cathedral, the Russian Museum, the Rostral Columns, the 

Alexander Nevski Monastery, the Alexander Column, the Palace Square, the 

Triumphal Arch, the Admiralty, the Field of Mars, etc. 

 The Hermitage is one of the most interesting museums in St. Petersburg. It 

has six buildings. The  Hermitage has 365 rooms and more than 2.7 million various 

exhibits. It is the largest art museum in our country and one of the most famous art 

museums in the whole world. 

 The city is called Northern Venice because there are 65 rivers, arms and 

canals there with beautiful bridges. Eight bridges across the Neva River open every 

night in summer.  The longest bridge is Alexander Nevsky Bridge across the Neva 

River.  

 

 1. When was St. Petersburg founded? 

 2. Where is St.Petersburg? 

 3. What beautiful and interesting places are there in St.Petersburg? 

 4. How many buildings, rooms and exhibits are there in the Hermitage? 

 5. Why is the city called Northern Venice? 

 6.  What do you know about the bridges of St.Petersburg? 

 

 2. Speak about your hobbies and pastimes (Расскажите о своих 

увлечениях и времяпрепровождении). 

 
 

 


